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Maniac   Magee  
 
ALL   MATERIALS   ARE   ALSO   LOCATED   IN   GOOGLE   CLASSROOM  

 
BEFORE    you   read   the   book,   you   should   do   the   following   pages   

● READ   -    FOCUS   ON   THE   BOOK  
● READ   -   THINGS   TO   KNOW  
● READ   -    FOCUS   YOUR   READING  
● WRITE   -   on   1   of   the    FOCUS   YOUR   KNOWLEDGE    questions  

 
● Read    Chapters   1-8   of   Maniac   Magee   

 
DURING     reading   complete   the   following   pages   

● BUILD   VOCABULARY  
● CHECK   YOUR   UNDERSTANDING  

 
AFTER     reading   complete   the   following   page   

● DEEPEN   YOUR   UNDERSTANDING  
 

Before   Reading  
Focus   on   the   Book   

Jeffery   Lionel   Magee   aka   “Maniac   Magee”   is   an   orphan   whose   parents   died   in   a   trolley  
accident   when   he   was   three.   Without   a   home,   he   moves   in   with   his   aunt   and   uncle   who  
dislike   each   other   to   the   point   of   not   communicating.   While   living   with   them,   Maniac  
runs   away   during   a   school   musical   never   to   return.  
(https://www.google.com/search?q=maniac+magee+synopsis&rlz=1C5CHFA_enUS815US817&oq=mani 
ac+magee+Synopsis&aqs=chrome.0.0l4.11872j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&safe=active&ssui=on)  
 
 

Things   to   know   
Here   is   some   background   information   about   this   section   of   the   book.   
A    legend    is   a   popular   story   that   may   not   be   completely   true.   
A    legacy    is   something   received   from   the   past.   
A    trolley    is   a   streetcar   electrically   powered   from   overhead   wires.   



The    Schuylkill   River    is   a   river   in   Pennsylvania   that   flows   by   the   city   of   Philadelphia.   
A    Samaritan    is   a   person   that   helps   strangers   in   distress.   
A    punt    in   football   is   a   ball   kicked   by   the   top   of   the   foot   before   the   ball   hits   the   ground.   
A    bunt    in   baseball   occurs   when   the   batter   taps   the   ball   without   swinging   the   bat.   
A    four-bagger    in   baseball   is   another   name   for   a   home   run.   
 

Focus   Your   Reading   
Vocabulary   words   to   know   Study   the   following   words   and   definitions.   You   will   meet  
these   words   in   your   reading.   Be   sure   to   jot   down   in   your   word   journal   any   other  
unknown   words   from   the   reading.   
 
Accurate    -   free   from   mistakes   
Suspicious    -   not   trusting   
Hauling    -   pulling   with   great   effort   
Vanished    -   gone   from   sight   or   existence   
Commotion    -   noisy   excitement   and   confusion   
Emanation    -   emission;   something   that   comes   out   from   a   source   
Flinched    -   drawn   back   as   in   pain   
Flared    -   spread   outward  
Lumbered    -   moved   in   an   awkward,   heavy   way   
Fascinated    -   powerfully   attracted   to   something   
 
Questions   to   Think   About   The   following   questions   will   help   you   understand   the   meaning  
of   what   you   read.    You   do   not   have   to   write   out   the   answers   to   these   questions .  
Instead,   look   at   them   before   you   begin   reading,   and   think   about   them   while   you   are  
reading.   
1.   Why   did   Jeffrey   run   away   from   his   family?   
2.   How   does   Jeffrey   deal   with   being   homeless?   
3.   What   is   the   significance   of   Two   Mills   being   divided   into   an   East   and   a   West   End?   
4.   Why   does   Maniac's   physical   appearance   bother   Amanda   and   the   others?   
5.   How   does   Maniac   become   a   legend   in   Two   Mills?   
 

Focus   Your   Knowledge  
Pick   one   and   submit   a   Google   Doc.   You   may   use   Google   to   research   
 
•   What   does   the   word   prejudice   mean   to   you?   Have   you   ever   been   prejudiced   against  
someone   else?   Why?   Has   someone   else   been   prejudiced   against   you?   How   did   this  
make   you   feel?   In   your   school   or   community,   what   are   some   things   that   you   can   do   to  
help   stop   prejudice?   



 
•   Research   the   number   of   homeless   people   in   the   United   States.   Do   the   figures   show  
the   number   that   are   children?   How   do   the   numbers   in   your   state   compare   with   other  
areas   in   the   United   States?   Do   the   numbers   indicate   that   this   is   a   growing   problem?   
 
•   Research   the   agencies   in   your   community   that   could   provide   assistance   to   a   homeless  
child   like   Maniac,   or   to   a   homeless   adult.   What   do   you   think   are   the   major   reasons   for  
homelessness?   Use   some   magazine   or   newspaper   articles   to   find   up-to-date  
information   about   your   area.   What   are   some   ways   people—including   students   your   age  
can   help   with   this   problem   in   your   community?   
 
•   Baseball   is   one   of   the   many   things   Maniac   is   good   at.   Willie   Mays   was   one   of   the  
greatest   professional   baseball   players   in   the   United   States   during   the   1950s   and   1960s.  
He   was   also   African   American.   In   the   early   history   of   baseball,   black   players   were   not  
allowed   on   professional   teams.   Research   the   history   of   baseball,   and   find   out   when   this  
policy   changed.   

 
 
 

DURING   READING   
Build   Your   Vocabulary   

 
Read   sentences   below.   On   a   Google   Doc,   write   a   sentence   using   the   word.  
 
1.   “Of   course,   to   be    accurate ,   he   wasn't   really   Maniac   then.   He   was   Jeffrey.   Jeffrey  
Lionel   Magee.”   
accurate :   
 
2.   “Amanda   was    suspicious .   Who   was   this   white   stranger   kid?   And   what   was   he   doing  
in   the   East   End,   where   almost   all   the   kids   were   black?”   
suspicious :   
 
3.   "She   slammed   the   suitcase   shut   and   started    hauling    it   along."   
hauling :   
 
4.   “But   the   ball   never   quite   reached   Hands.   Just   as   he   was   about   to   cradle   it   in   his   big  
brown   loving   mitts,   it    vanished .”  
vanished :   



 
5.   “Later   on   that   first   day,   there   was   a    commotion    in   the   West   End.”   
commotion :   
 
6.   "His   nostrils    flared ,   he   was   breathing   like   a   picadored   (speared]   bull.”   
flared :   

 

Check   Your   Understanding   
Short   Answer   Write   a   short   answer   for   each   question.   

1.   Why   did   Jeffrey   run   away   from   Aunt   Dot   and   Uncle   Dan?   

2.   What   does   Maniac   have   in   common   with   Amanda   Beale?   

3.   How   does   Maniac   impress   the   high   school   football   players?   

4.   Why   does   Amanda   tell   Maniac   not   to   return   the   book   to   her   house?   

5.   What   are   two   amazing   things   that   Maniac   does   at   Finsterwald's   house?   

6.   How   does   Maniac   get   a   free   spaghetti   dinner   in   Two   Mills?   

7.   What   does   John   McNab   look   like?   

8.   What   makes   John   McNab   famous   in   Two   Mills?   

9.   What   are   three   reasons   why   Jeffrey   gets   the   nickname   Maniac?  

10.   Where   does   Maniac   spend   his   first   few   nights   in   town,   and   how   does   he  

spend   his   time?   

 
Deepen   Your   Understanding   

The   setting   of   the   story   is   the   time   and   place   the   action   happens.   Based   on   what   you  
have   read   so   far,    describe   the   town   of   Two   Mills    and   so me   of   the   places   that  
Maniac   visited .    Do   you   think   this   story   could   be   set   in   your   town?   Explain .   


